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学 位 論 文 の 要 旨 
 
 
   Dynamic Performance Analysis and Improvement for DC-DC Buck Converter                  
（和訳）降圧型 DC-DC 変換器の動特性解析・向上手法の研究 
             
       氏 名  呉 ジュ(Wu Shu)  印 
 
The purpose of this dissertation is to improve the dynamic performance for the 
switching converter. The continuous advancement of signal processing technologies 
for integrated circuits has posed stringent challenges to power supplies. Higher 
speed clock, faster dynamic current slew rate and lower output voltage require to 
improve the dynamic performance of the switching converter.  
Chapter 2 reviews three basic topologies of switching converter. The structure, 
steady-state equivalent circuit model and transfer function are introduced. Then 
focusing only on DC-DC buck converter, dynamic performance is analyzed in 
Chapter 3. From the frequency characteristics of the loop gain, the expression of its 
transient response caused by the variation in the reference signal, the input voltage 
and the load current is deduced. The results of these analyses direct the control 
system design for voltage-mode and current-mode controls. Although voltage-mode 
control is more advantageous than current-mode control, the gain-bandwidth 
product of op-amp severely limits the closed-loop bandwidth, and any change in the 
system must first be sensed as an output change. These usually mean poor dynamic 
performance. 
Inspired by the current-mode control, a slope adjustable triangular wave is 
proposed into voltage-mode control, instead of the conventional fixed triangular 
wave which is compared to the control variable, and then a pulse-width-modulated 
signal is generated to drive the switching elements. The proposed triangular wave 
slope is dependent on the input voltage and the deviation of the output voltage. The 
triangular wave generator (TWG) circuit is introduced in Chapter 4, and then the 
stability analysis and simulation results are also be included. Using the proposed 
TWG, both the load and line transient responses are improved. Since the TWG 
provides a line feed-forward control for the line transient response, it increases the 
closed-loop bandwidth, and then better dynamic performance is obtained. While the 
required additional circuit components are only a voltage adder, a voltage controlled 
linear resistance and a voltage controlled current source. It is verified that the 
proposed TWG is a simple-yet-effective method for improving dynamic performance 
of the DC-DC buck converter.  
In Chapter 5, it is shown that the TWG can be also applied to a single-inductor 






















けである。提案した TWGは、DC – DC降圧コンバータの動的性能を改善するために簡
単で有効な方法である。 
第 5章で、TWGを SIDO降圧型コンバータに適用し、クロス・レギュレーションを
改善できたことを示した。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
